STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES in ITALY

**Bocconi University Exchange**
In this exchange program, students enroll directly at Bocconi University – a premier institution of business and economics in Italy. Students take classes in international economics, management, and finance.

**IES Abroad Milan – Full-Time Semester Internship**
Come to the design and business capital of Italy and explore the wide range of internships opportunities that await. Spend the semester helping run an art gallery or in public relations for an international fashion house, not to mention placements in e-commerce, luxury companies, music, and more.

**IES Abroad Milan – Voice, Composition, and Instrumental**
This program welcomes music students of all Italian language levels and offers a full range of opportunities for instrumentalists, vocalists, composers, and music performance majors through music courses at the IES Abroad Center.

**Bologna Consortial Studies Program (BCSP)**
Bologna, an elegant city with a population of almost half a million, is the capital of the wealthy and progressive region of Emilia-Romagna in northern Italy. Students combine Italian-taught language and elective courses taught at the BCSP Center, just for program students, with regular University of Bologna courses.

**Boston University Padua Internship**
Open to students of all Italian language levels, the Padua Internship program provides students with the opportunity to develop their professional skills in one of Italy’s top economic and communications hubs.

Northwestern | French and Italian
Boston University Padua Italian & European Studies Program

Open to students of all Italian language levels, the program combines a required Italian language course with a wide variety of English- and Italian-taught elective courses at the BU Padua Academic Center or the Università degli Studi di Padova (UNIPD).

Florence: Leading a Renaissance Then and Now

Based in central Florence, students who attend this program will experience Italy as emerging leaders preparing to embark on careers of great influence. The premise of this program is that as students experience the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes permeating Florence and the surrounding hills, they can discover in themselves, their own unique paths to lead in their chosen field.

SU Abroad in Florence

SU Abroad’s program in Florence, boasting a wide variety of course options in Italian language, art history and studio arts, is large but offers students many opportunities for immersion in Italian culture. At the SU Florence Center, students enroll in an Italian language course and choose among a variety of English-taught elective courses in the arts, humanities, and social sciences.

Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in Rome

A small, intense program for classical history enthusiasts, admission is very competitive. All students enroll in an integrated course, called “The Ancient City”, covering Roman archaeology civilization and social and urban history of Rome and includes frequent field studies, intensive museum tours, and lectures, and trips outside of Rome based on the Professor-in-Charge’s area of expertise.